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On February 28, 1992, with the unit in Mode 3, llot Standby, the Control Room
received alarms on the Loose Parts and Vibration Monitoring System and the
Seismic Instrumentatior'. syst(m. Three inspection personnel inside the
Contaiament Building standing on the Reactor Cavity Seal Ring heard an
unusual noise and felt the seal ring vibrate. An extensive walkdown or the
Reactor. Coolant System (RCS). connecting systems and the Containment
Building did not identify any evidence of RCS leakage or other significant
d3 mage.

An evaluation of data-from this event and data from similar events in
January and March 1992, identified that the noise was generated as the
result of thermal binding and subsequent slippage between the KCS crossover
leg saddles and thrust blocks. The shims on the reactor coolant pump (RCP)
and steam generator crossover legs lower horizontal'and the RCP vertical
restraints were reworked to maintain minimum clearance at normal operating
temperature.. Additional monitoring of the RCS for thermal expansion and
proper clearance between thc. crossover leg saddles and thrust block will be
perforrcd.

;-- .: - .- , . - - _ . - . . . - -. - _ -, -
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On Tebruary 28. 1992,-at 0154 CST, with the unit in Mode 3. Hot Standby, the
Control Room (NA) received alarms on the Loose Parts and Vibration
Monitoring System (LPVHS) [II) and the seismic Instrumentation System (IN).
Three inspection personnel inside the Containment Building (NH) standing on j
the Reactor Cavity Seal Ring heard an unusual noise and felt the seal ring
vibrate. An extensive walkdown of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) [AB),
connecting systems and the Containment Building did not identify any
evidence of RCS_ leakage or other significant damage. An evaluation of data
from this event and data from similar events in January and March 1992,
identified that the noise was generated as a result of thermal binding and I

subsequent slippage between the RCS crossover leg saddles and thrust
blocks, f.ubsequent ovaluation indicates that the binding of the RCS
crossover legs at the thrust blocks imposed acceptable loads and stresses on
the RCS and the stresses were within the applicable American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) code allowables. This event is being teported
as a voluntary Licensee Event Report (LER).

DESCRIPTION OF EVENI

On February 28.-1992, at 0035 CST, during a routine reactor coolant pressure
boundary inspection, a leak was identified from a canopy seal veld on a
spare capped head penetration. The' plant was in Mode 3. !!ot Standby, making

,

preparations for going to Mode 2 Start-up. Reactor Coolant System |
Jtemperature and pressure had been stable at approximately $37 degrees

Fahrenheit (F) and 2235 pounds per square inch gage (psig) for four hours. ;

No RCS or ccntainment parameters were changing. Safety Injection
accumulator. check valve testing had been completed for more than nine hours
and all accumulator isolation valves had been'open for 13 hours. Technical
Specification 3.4.6.t.a requires RCS leakage be limited to no pressure
boundary leakage. As a conservative measure, Control Room operators entered
Technical Specification 3.4.6.2.a Action Statement which requires the plant
be placed in Cold Shutdown within 30 hours.

At 0152 CST, the Control Room. received Annunciator 980 'R Spectrum OBE
~

Exceeded,' Annunciator. 98E ' Seismic Recorder On,' and Annunciator 79F ' Loose
Parts Monitor Alarm. ' ' At approximately the same time, three inspet. tion
personnel inside the Containment Building reported to the Control Room a
loud noise and vibration of the Reactor Cavity Seal Ring.

_

.
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As a result of the event, the Director Plant Operations initiated an
Incident Investigation Team (IIT) to investigate and evaluate the event.
Plant conditions were maintained until the IIT had performed an initial
investigation. An extensive walkdown of the RCS including the Emergency
Core Cool!ng System identified no evidence of leakage or damage. The IIT
initial evaluation included a review of the Control Room logs and plant
parameters, interviews with on-shift operators and a review of significant-
modification's made during the fifth refueling outage. Additionally, the
IIT took measurements of the cavity seal ring for comparison of the hot
position to the cold position. TheRLpVMS audio tape was reviewed by Reactor
- Engineering personnel and then transmitted to a contractor for analysis.
Control Room operators performed surveillance test procedure STS BB-004,
'RCS Water Inventory Balance * and determined that leakage rates had not '

increased.

Communication with HRC Region IV was initiated and a letter was submitted
confirming the actions being taken by Volf Creek Nuclear Operating
Corporation (WCHOC) prior to restart of the plant. It was subsequently
determined that the leakage from the canopy seal weld was not pressure
boundary leakage-and Technical Specification 3.4.6.2.a was exited. On
February 28. 1992, after an initial investigation into the noise it was
determined that a plant cooldown was required to repair the leak on a canopy
seal weld.-

The IIT began looking for past ev 11 which may have produced similar
reported effects. The initial set aening criteria consisted of a ' Seismic
-Recorder On' alarm and any report of an unusual noise or

~

movement / vibration. This search identified two potential events, one on
January 9, 1992, and another on Pay 10. 1990, that may have been similar to
the February 'a. 1992 event.

EVALUATION OF PREVIOUS EVENTS

An evaluation of the three events which resulted in a seismic recorder
activating and a report of an unusual noise was performed. These events-

consisted of the potential May 10, 1990 and the January 9, 1992 events, and
the' initiating February 28, 1992 event. Based on this evaluation, the May
10, 1990 event was shown not to be similar to the other two events.

May 10. 1990'

During this period. the plant was returning to power operation following the
fourth refueling outage. A review of the Control Room logs indicate that
the:' Seismic Recorder On* alarm was received and floor motion was ' felt' by

:the Control Room operators. This was the original screening criteria
established to find-past events. These same logs indicated that the plant

.had entered Mode 3. Hot Standby, at 1510 CDT the previous day and that by
2025 CDT they were holding at approximately 450 degrees F and 900 psig. The
most recent series of check valve. testing had been completed two hours prior

- _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - - - - _ _ _ _
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to the event. By 2330 CDT, approximately one hour and 45 minutes before the
. event, RCS pressure was greater than 950 peig and the accumulator jsolation
valves were r,per At 0016 CDT on May 10. a seismic alarn was received and
an operator was dispatched to investigate the situation. For the next 17
hours. Control Room operators continued the RCS heat-up and using system
operating procedure SYS EP-201, 'RCS Isolation Check Valve Leak Test,'
continued to leak test check valves. Results Engineering personnel
continued measuring check valve leakage in accordance with surveillance test
procedure STS PE-019E. ' Seating Accumulator Safety Injection Line Check
Valves Using Test Line Valves'. All check valve leakage rates were found to
satisfy the acceptance criteria.

January 9. 19921

During this period, the plant was in the process of buting up following
the fifth reiueling outage in preparation for returning to power operation.

-A review of Control Room logs and the process computer archives indicated
two significant alarmd were received on or about 0306 CST. They were the
' Seismic Recorder On' and the 'R Spectrum OBE Exceeded" alarms. The LPVHS
was already in the alarm condition and had been for several hours. Nothing
was heard or felt by Control Room operators but Security personnel did
report a loud thud and shake at-the 2047 feet elevation of the Auxiliary

-Building just outside the-Personnel llatch. The plant was in Mode 3.11o't '

Standby, at approximately $12 degrees F and 1830 psig on a 20 degrees F per
hour. heat-up rate with check valve testing still in progress. The piping
upstream of the safety injection (SI) pump check valves (EP-V010, 20, 30 and
40) (BQ-V] was depressurized at 0304 CCT.- The test line isolation valve (EH
llV-8823) was.reclosed at 0314.. CST, allowing the line to begin
repressuriaation. All four of these valves exhibited no leakage at this '

pressure. All check valve leakage rates were found to satisfy the
acceptance criteria.- The accumulator. isolation valves were open during this
evolution. Control Room logs indicate that the seismic analyzer located on
the containment basemat, (2000 feet elevation), just outside the containment

" wall, captured an event on the 32 herta (liz) channel in the east to vest
direction. Plaat heat-up continued during the' Control' Room investigatian
and was stabill:ed at approximately 538 degrees F.at 0445 CRT. A review of
the plant process-computer archives data. ind!cated that all Lther pertinent
plant parameters were stable and in their normal ranges.

Plant process computer flies indicate that at the time af the event the
accumulator levels were stable or increasing ul4gt,tij.

During this time period the'B reactor coolant pump MCP) [AB-P) frame
vibration made a shift in amplitude and phase angLt. This appears to be
unique-to the B RCP and it appeared to occur At or about the seme time and
temperature as the. February 1992 event.

_ _ _ _~ . . . . _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ . _ _ . _ _ , . _ . _ . _ _ . . _ _
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Seismic data of this_ event was recorded on magnetic tape from the Seismic
Instrumentation System equipment. Evaluation of this data by the vender

1

1 identified a single impact, with the primary shield wall as the highest
; { loaded'section of the Containment Building.
. 9

February 28. 1992

Control Room logs indicate four alarms were received at approximately 0154 -

. CST._ The four alarms were " Seismic Recorder On,' 'R Spectrum OBE Exceeded,'
' Loose Parts Trbl,' and " Process Rad Monitor H1'. Ten of the twelve LPVHS j

- channels were in an alarm condition. The process computer archives indicate
,

that the. ' Process Rad Monitor 111' alarm came in about 30 seconds af ter the
seismic Instrumentation System and LPVMS alarms. Instrumentation and
Controls personnel confirmed that the ' Process Rad Monitor H1' alarm was due
to a spurious signal.

Reactor Coolant System temperature was $37 degrees F and pressure was 2235
psig. The temperature and pressure had been stable for several hours while
testing was being performed on a main steam relief valve (SB-RV) The.

testing of the relief valve had been complete for over an hour when the four r

alarms were received.- Maximum SI accumulator level change was a decrease of
0.04 percent, (0.33 gallons), in the D accumulator. Process computer data
for-the time-of the event shows no valve manipulations, pump starts, or
other plant evolutions in. progress when the noise occurred.

Process computer history for the ' Seism 3c Recorder On' alarm indicates this
alarm has never annunciated during previous check valve testing. The only
valid annunrlations of this alarm were during the January 9, 1992 event, the
February 28, 1992 event and the plant trip on February 19, 1992. The !

- remaining annunciations were during calibration checks and two one-second '

long spurious signala. The "R Spectrum OBE Exceeded' alarm annunciated
during the__ check valve testing coming out of the fifth refueling outage and
the February heatup. However, when the D SI accumulator isolation valve was
manually opened the 'R Spectrum OBE Exceeded' alarm did not annunciate but
when the valve was electrically _ opened during check valve testing it set off'

.the " Seismic Recorder On" alarm.
,

| Vibration data for the B RCP revealed a similar situation to the January
event. Frame-vibration levels and phase angitis changed at similar plant

.

m conditions.

ANALYSIS OF POTENTIAL SCENARIOS

Based on the evaluation of _the three event.s and other pertinent information,
three potential scenarios were postulated which may have generated the
incises. These potential scenarios included a loose part impacting the
reactor vessel, a thermal-hydraulic transient in the safety injection
accumulator.line and thermal growth of the RCS resulting in binding or
interference. -Analysis of the three potential scenario's were performed

|

|
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using the information available from the three events. From the analysis,
it was believed that the noise was being generated as a result of binding
during thermal growth of the RCS. In order to aid in the analysis, it was
realized that a testing / monitoring program during a subsequent heat-up of
the RCS was necessary.

THERMAL EXPANSION MONITORING PROGRAt1

Valkdowns of the Containment Building and the RCS in addition to analysis of
the RCS confirmed there was no damage to the RCS. Based on these walkdowns
and analysis, it was concluded that heat-up of the RCS to normal operating
temperature and pressure would pose no problems with the RCS. Temporary
procedure TP-TS-72, 'RCS Thermal Expansion Monitoring' was developed to
prescribe the inspection methods and instrumentation to monitor thermal
expant;on of the RCS during a normal plant heatup. The intent of the
monitoring progt un was to identify any evidence of binding or operational
obstruction of the RCS. In conjunction with the thermal expansion
monitoring program, data was taken to identify if the conditions for a
thermal-hydraulic transient could exist.

The monitoring program included installing lanyards at each RCS crossover
. leg and on the-B RCP motor to monitor movement during plant heat-up.

,

. Industry experts were brought in to measure RCS expansion during plant
heat-up and compare it to the data obtained during initial start-up of the
plant. Additional pressure and temperature monitoring points were added for
thermal-hydraulic transient considerations especially during check valve
testing.. Wolf Creek Generating Station (WCGS) personnel performed walkdowns
of the RCS during plant. heatup to monitor snubber settings and whip
restraint gaps to ensure proper pipe movement.

A plant heat-up was conducted from March 8 through March 16, 1992 in
accordance:with WCGS operating procedures. As directed by procedure
TP-TS-72, the heat-up was halted at various plateaus to obtain data. On
March 16, 1992, at approximately 1920 CST with RCS temperature :

'

approximately. 551 degrees F, a similar noise event occurred.

During walkdowns of the RCS on March 13, 1992, personnel identified that RCS
_

_ loop A and_C crossover vertical drop restraints had moved down approximately
six inches and. loop D had moved down approximately .5 inches. Review of the
data and inspection of the vertical drop restraints indicate tnat the
restraints movement was due to the relaxation of clamp springs and the
misposition of clamp spacers.

RESULTS OF THERMAL EXPANSION MONITORING PROGRAM
)

The piping and support clearance measurements vnich were obtained during
plant heat-up from 105 degrees F to 550 degrees F on March 8 through March
16, 1992 were compared with-the design values specified in the Westinghouse
Reactor Coolant Loop Thermal Expansion Test Program. This comparison

. indicated that the thermal expansion of RCS piping from ambient temperature

I [ _ _ ._ i___ ____ _ - - _ _ .__,
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.to approximately 440 degrees F (at the point the crossover leg s'adles came
in contact'with the thrust block) closely followed the expected :fstem
designed thermal growth. Binding between the crossover leg naddles and the
thrust block occurred above an RCS temperature of approximately 440 Jegrees
F due to a lack of sufficient clearances. Additionally, the binding between
the crossover leg saddles and the thrust block prevented the crossover leg
from moving in the.out-of-plane direction. The resultant binding and the
friction force between the crossover leg saddles and the thrust block is
believed to have initiated gouging of the thrust block shims.

-An evaluation of the loads _on the crossover legs and the RCS loops was|

L performed by the Nuclear Steam Supply System vendur to determine the effect
'

of crossover leg binding on the system and piping integrity. The evaluation
concluded that the binding of the crossover legs saddles at the thrust block
imposed acceptable loads and stresses on the crossover legs and the RCS, and
the stresses were within the applicable ASME code allowablee.

Data collected'during plant heat-up indicate that Tie Rod TR-2 for the four
reactor: coolant pumps were in hard contact at ambient temperature, and
remained there throughout the plant heat-up. Stresses at Tie Rod TR-2 for
the four reactor coolant pumps due to lack of clearance did not exceed the
ASME code allowables for the tie rods. In addition, lack of clearance at

,
the tie rods did not prohibit thermal expansion e. RCS piping, or contribute

L to the noise events.

ROOT CAUSE AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

Evaluation of the data from the Thermal Expansion Monitoring Program and the
four events determined that the source of the noise for the January,
February and March 1992 events was thermal binding and subsequent slippage
between the crossover leg saddles and the-thrust block (see Figure 1). The
crossover leg saddles became bound at the restraint by friction as

p ' temperature increased above %00 degrees F, restricting further free thermal
y expansion and resulting.it -ti-- movement. Subsequently on March'18,
, =1992', a' plant cooldown v initiated to approximately-440 degrees F to

L provide clearance between the crossover leg saddles and the thrust block to
' allow removal of the thrust block shims.

The shims on the RCP and steam generator crossover legs. lower horizontal and
the-RCP vertical restraints were removed and machined to maintain mirimum
clearance.at normal _ operating tempertture. Rework of the shims at the
binding points alleviated the restriction to thermal expansion, allowing

| expected' uniform movement.-

!

Alarm response procedure ALR 00-098C. 'R Spectrum OBE Exceed', was revised
,.

|~ to require Control Room operators to stabilize plant conditions and obtain
management concurrence before changing power level or mode upon receipt of .
'R Spectrum OBE Exceeded" alarm. Additionally, procedure ALR 00-79F, ' Loose j
Parts Mon' was revised-to record the time, the channels that alarmed and the

- , , . - , .. u _. _ _ ___ . , _ ; _. _ . _ _ . , . . _ _ . - . _ . _ . . . . _ _ _ _ _ __
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tape recorder counter reading, and to'not ze.ro the counter af ter each
: activation of the alarm..

A review of the movement of the vertical drop restraints concluded that_the
movement of the restraints were unrelated to the binding between the. *

2rossos n leg saddles and the thrust block shims. The vertical-drop |
restraints were inspected'on all four RCS loops, and the restraints for
loops A and C were returned to their original position with the clamp
spacers removed and with new clamp springs. An evaluation of the' loop D
crossocer vertical drop restraint determined that the restraint was

7 accentable.: In a subseqt.snt heat-up to normal operating temperature, it was
obsetved that at the vertical drop restraint tie rod was in contact with the
ste a generator inlet support. The interference between the tie rod and Lne
steam generator inlet support was relieved by enlarging the notch in the
inlet support.

, Additional actions as a result of WCNOC's evaluation of the noise events are
planned. For the next two plant cooldowns to less than 440 degrees F on the
RCS cnid leg, measurements will be taken during plant heat-up of the
clearances.between the crossover leg saddles and thrust blocks-and RCP ti'
rod clearances. Special test equipment will be-used in conjunction with ini
installed; Seismic Instrumentation System and LPVHS for monitoring and
recording hf any abnormal vibrations. Additionally, the LPVMS will be *

pieced'in the continuous record operation during the plant heat-up. These
actions will be incorporated into a test. procedure with the appropriate
' acceptance criteria.- 4

WCNOC will evaluate'the need for future monitoring at the conclusion of the
second heat.up.

;:
. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

The noise events did not result in damage to plent equipment or release of
. radioactivity. At-'no time-did conditions develop that may have posed a
-threat to the Nsalth and safety of Ge public.
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